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Bug Paper

Use these papers to make ladybugs, spiders, 
bumblebees, butterflies, caterpillars, roly poly bugs, 
worms, moths, dragonflies and more. Bugs are 
amazing creatures when you get to know them. 
Introduce the incredible insects you've created to the 
bugs around your neighborhood!

Cut out bug shapes and add faces, legs, antennae 
and wings. Hint: Use the scrap pieces of paper to 
form bug parts.

Invent new insects by combining different shapes 
and papers. Try a butterfly with different colored 
wings, a flying caterpillar or a ladybug with a stinger.

Build a background for your bugs! Cut some paper 
leaves, trees and grass for your bugs to “crawl” on.

Make a dangling bug mobile! Attach string to 
several paper bugs and hang them from a broken 
branch or some sticks you've found outside.

Create a spectacular spider web! Use white paint, 
chalk or a white crayon to draw a web on a dark 
piece of paper or glue on some white yarn. Add a 
paper spider and its bug “food”!

Create three dimensional bug pictures! Find an 
old piece of cardboard to use as a background. Glue 
on grass, leaves, sticks and sand. Add some paper 
bugs!

Wear a scary spider ring! Choose a piece of paper 
to cut into a spider shape. Use a scrap piece of paper 
to cut a strip long enough to wrap around your 
finger. Tape the ends together to form a ring band, 
and glue your spider on top.

Make a butterfly wand! Cut out two butterfly 
wings and attach them to a craft stick, straw or 
pencil. Hint: Give the wings a slight curl by wrapping 
them around a pencil.

Take the time to check out the bugs in your own 
backyard! Watch hardworking ants building a home, 
beetles carting away garbage, and spiders spinning 
their webs to catch their prey. You'll be amazed!
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